MOVEMENT SYSTEMS
FOR EXCLUSIVE FURNITURE

G*GRASS®

www.grass.eu
MADE IN AUSTRIA AND GERMANY.
AVAILABLE WORLDWIDE.

GRASS has ranked among the world’s leading developers and manufacturers of movement systems for over 65 years.

We produce “Quality made in Austria and Germany” and are internationally successful with more than 200 distributors around the globe. GRASS slide and drawer systems as well as hinge, flap and corner cabinet systems are brand-name products which bring the furniture of renowned brands and exclusive cabinetmakers to life.

reddot design award

2014 VIONARO DRAWER SYSTEM
2010 TIOMOS HINGE SYSTEM
2010 DYNAPRO SLIDE SYSTEM
2008 SENSOTRONIC SLIDE SYSTEM
1,000,000 KITCHENS ARE FITTED WITH TOP-QUALITY MOVEMENT SYSTEMS FROM GRASS ON AN ANNUAL BASIS.
A piece of furniture is far more than a mundane utility item. Some pieces stay with us for a lifetime. They are part of our every day world. A piece of furniture is an individual design object that enables us to style our homes precisely in accordance with our needs and aspirations. And there is an ever-increasing emphasis on convenience and comfort.

The GRASS brand stands for visionary product developments, top quality, technical precision, progressive design and exemplary protection of the environment.
»Each piece of furniture guards a fantastic secret. It carries within itself the entire spectrum of our passion: movement systems for the utmost in operating comfort.«